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Objective
To reveal how tools in the catalog can affect the 
state of reading and research in the digital age.
(Popular definition) Readers’ Advisory:
“Services provided by an experienced public services 
librarian who specializes in the reading needs of the adult 
patrons of a public library. A readers’ advisor recommends 
specific titles and/or authors, based on knowledge of the 
patron’s past reading preferences, and may also compile lists 
of recommended titles and serve as liaison to other adult 
education agencies in the community.” (Reitz, 2004)
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RA and Academic Settings:
“The function of the Readers’ Advisor in the college 
library is to related the student’s classroom reading to 
appropriate readings, to guide his non-curricular reading, 
and thereby broaden his base of knowledge.”(Lyle, 1949, 
p.243)
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Readers’ Advisory Over the years
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“Today’s users expect more than a citation; 
they are looking for quick and direct access to 
the best information.”  (Allison, 2010, pp 4)
Usability Studies
Julia Gross and Lutie Sheridan, in a small 
usability study of Summon, determined 
that students were overwhelmingly 
drawn to using the single search box and 
it became the preferred navigation path  
(Asher, 2013)
Subject Searching
Genre searching
Single login
Vender interoperability
Variety of reference transactions
Wish list

“In regard to relevancy of articles versus 
books, this may be difficult to determine, 
because it appears that users are not always 
looking for a mix of both, and still take a 
segmented approach in their research. “ 
(Majors, 2012, pp 224)
Flexibility
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Primo-
“one-stop solution for the 
discovery and delivery…”
Encore Synergy-
“discovery tool”
Summons-
“web-scale discovery service”
Aquabrowser-
“discovery layer”
EBSCO Discovery Service-
“discovery service”
Worldcat Local-
“single search experience”
Bibliocommons/Bibliocore-
“a far better online catalog”
Sirsidynix Enterprise-
“discovery platform”
Discovery
LS2 Pac-
“multi-application platform”
Vufind-
“library resource portal”
Blacklight-
“discovery interface”
LibraryThing for Libraries-
“a system of OPAC 
enhancements”
Worldcat Local- Brantford Public Library
BiblioCommons-
New York Public Library
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Bibliocommons- New York Public LibrarySOPAC- Darien Library
LS2 Pac- Pasco county Library System
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EDS- Georgia State 
University Library
Blacklight- Stanford 
University Libraries
ED- University of 
Georgia Libraries
EDS- University of Georgia 
Libraries
SOPAC- Ann Arbor 
District Library
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